
	  

 

 

 

 

Regional Academy for Democracy 2014: Human and Minority Rights 

Study Visit to the region of Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol 

9-12 September 2014 

Trento, Rovereto, Bozen/Bolzano, Italy 

LOGISTICS NOTE 

Dear friends, 

We are excited to have you on board the Regional Academy for Democracy’s (RAD) study 
visit to the region of Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol. Our ambitious agenda will take us 
through three cities: Trento (where we will be accommodated), Rovereto and 
Bozen/Bolzano. In this note you will find important information regarding: travel; 
accommodation; meals; dress code and some additional, more general remarks including 
our contacts. 

Travel (participants traveling by plane to and from Ljubljana) 

Given there are no international airports close to our destination (and with good flight 
connections to Western Balkans region) we have purchased tickets to and from Ljubljana 
airport, from where a bus will take us to Trento.  

For more information please read the third document attached, “Arrivals and 
Departures, Ljubljana airport”, which contains a list including all your arrival and 
departure times, for orientation purposes. 

The bus wil l  leave from Ljubljana airport at 20h30, arriving to hotel around 
midnight.  

We wil l  meet at Ljubljana airport’s “meeting point C1 (ground level)” (see 
next page for image).   



	  

 

Since we will arrive late to hotel, we had to give up on the idea of welcome dinner, so 
please, make sure you eat something or bring some snacks on board.  

On the return leg of our journey (12 September), our plan is to leave the hotel and 
Trento at 08h00 in the morning, in order to reach the airport at 12h00 at latest, since 
most of participants have return flights departing at 13h40 (Prishtina, Sarajevo, Skopje 
and Tirana). 

Participants traveling from Croatia (Zagreb and Split,  respectively) 

Due to vicinity of Ljubljana to Zagreb, participants traveling from Croatia wil l  be 
transferred by minibus to Ljubljana airport, accompanied by a representative of 
the travel agency assisting BFPE/RAD.  

Meeting point of the “Zagreb group” on 9 September is Trg Stjepana Radica 
1 (Gradsko poglavarstvo), 17h00. Once the group arrives to Ljubljana airport, it will 
board the same bus and continue trip to Trento with the rest of participants.  

Separate transfer from Zagreb airport to Zagreb city center will be arranged for Ms Mirela 
Buturovic, travelling from Split.  

Accommodation 

The group will be accommodated in hotel “Adige” (http://www.adigehotel.it/en/) located 
in vicinity of Trento. Accommodation is on half-board basis (including a buffet breakfast 
and pre-set menu dinner) in double rooms.  

Hotel location on Google Maps: http://goo.gl/maps/5Wdeo  

More information on the hotel may be found at its Booking and Trip Advisor pages.  

Meals 

 



	  

 

 

 

 

 

While breakfasts and dinners will be served in hotel, lunch on Wednesday (10 September) 
and Thursday (11 September) is planned in recommended restaurants in Rovereto and 
Bozen/Bolzano, on the route and in sync with our meetings.  

Specific dietary requirements of our participants have been taken in consideration in 
planning menus.  

Additional meal (lunch) will be organized as well for those participants who have later 
flights from Ljubljana on Friday, 12 September (group traveling to Podgorica and Belgrade, 
to be precise). Exact location, time and setting will be agreed on the spot. 

Dress code 

Since we will be doing a lot of traveling around - hopping from one meeting to another – 
we suggest to our participants smart casual as dress code. Also, make sure to bring an 
umbrella and something warm for mornings and evenings – long-term weather forecast 
suggests some rain on the way and 10 (morning) to 20 degrees (midday) Celsius 
temperatures. 

Other remarks 

Please make sure to follow the schedule, and try not to be late, especially when bus is 
supposed to depart from one point to another. 

Jelena (Ivancevic) and Marko (Savkovic), together with Sanja (Rasovic) and Mile (Aleksoski) 
will make sure that you are all on board and will be there for your small requests and 
wishes, just as long as they remain small J. 

RAD team mobile phone No. (just in case) 

+381 60 32 88 559 


